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Abstract—Heap-based vulnerabilities such as buffer overflow
and use after free are severe flaws in various software systems.
Detecting heap-based vulnerabilities and demonstrating their
severity via generating exploits for them are of critical impor-
tance. Existing symbolic execution-based approaches have shown
their potential in the above tasks. However, they still have some
fundamental limitations in path exploration, memory modeling,
and environment modeling, which significantly impede existing
symbolic execution engines from efficiently and effectively de-
tecting and exploiting heap-based vulnerabilities. The objective
of this thesis is to design and implement a boosted symbolic
execution engine named HEAPX to facilitate the automatic detec-
tion and exploitation of heap-based vulnerabilities. Specifically, a
new path exploration strategy, a new memory model, and a new
environment modeling solution are expected to be designed in
HEAPX, so that the new boosted symbolic execution engine can
detect heap-based vulnerabilities and generate working exploits
for them more efficiently and effectively.

Index Terms—Software security, software reliability, vulnera-
bility detection, automatic exploit generation, symbolic execution

I. MOTIVATION AND PROBLEM STATEMENTS

Heap-based vulnerabilities such as buffer overflow and use
after free are severe flaws in software systems [1], [2]. To
alleviate security risks induced by heap-based vulnerabilities,
a plurality of advanced approaches have been devoted to
automatically detecting them [3]–[5] and exploiting them by
generating exploits for the vulnerabilities to decide which
should be fixed first [6]–[8]. Among the existing approaches,
symbolic execution-based ones have shown their potential in
vulnerability detection and exploitation benefiting from the
versatile capabilities of automatic path exploration and test
case generation in symbolic execution [9]–[11].

Despite the success of symbolic execution applications, ex-
isting symbolic execution engines still suffer from fundamental
limitations in (1) handling the state explosion problem during
path exploration, (2) modeling complex memory objects, and
(3) modeling run-time environment with high fidelity [12],
[13]. These limitations significantly impede existing symbolic
execution engines from efficiently and effectively detecting
and exploiting heap-based vulnerabilities.

To overcome the above limitations, this thesis aims to
investigate the following three main research questions (RQs):

RQ1. How to effectively guide path exploration toward
detecting more heap-based vulnerabilities?

Previous studies target various coverage-based heuristics to
alleviate the path explosion challenge [9], [14], [15]. However,

they are not vulnerability-oriented. Since pointer operations
have a high risk to induce vulnerabilities, a new path search
strategy with the help of pointer checking is needed for
effective path exploration toward vulnerability detection.

RQ2. How to effectively represent memory objects toward
detecting more heap-based vulnerabilities?

Existing modeling of memory addresses are usually rep-
resented as concrete values [9], [16]–[18]. However, such
modeling is not effective enough as the existing modeling
of heap allocation is static (i.e., concrete) but the heap-
based addresses in actual execution should be dynamic (i.e.,
symbolic). Therefore, a new memory model that has more
precise modeling of heap-based memory objects is needed.

RQ3. How to effectively model the run-time environment of
heap allocation towards automatic exploit generation?

Generating working exploits usually requires run-time infor-
mation such as run-time addresses to demonstrate the validity
of the exploits [6]–[8]. However, existing symbolic execution
engines do not consider such an important factor and do not
support either native stack or heap addresses for successfully
launching and validating generated exploits.

II. PROPOSED SOLUTIONS AND EXPECTED
CONTRIBUTIONS

This thesis aims to design and implement a boosted sym-
bolic execution engine named HEAPX to answer the above
questions. Specifically, three new proposed solutions (SOLs)
to be designed in HEAPX are described as follows.

SOL1. The observation is that, instead of a random or
coverage-guided search, a new search towards the more likely
vulnerable paths can be effective for vulnerability detection.
To do so, a type inference system is combined with symbolic
execution to classify the type (safe or unsafe) of pointer
operations before symbolic execution. Here, the unsafe means
the path that is more likely to be vulnerable. Then, an unsafe-
pointer-oriented search strategy can be applied to guide the
path exploration during symbolic execution, which means
execution paths with more unsafe pointer operations will be
the top priority and be explored first.

SOL2. The intuition is that, instead of modeling mem-
ory addresses with concrete ones, a new memory model of
symbolic memory addresses with efficient symbolic memory
read/write operations can be more helpful for vulnerability
detection. Therefore, a new memory model which not only
models memory addresses using symbolic values rather than



concrete ones but also supports efficient symbolic memory
read/write is proposed in HEAPX. Specifically, a new solution
of concretely mapped symbolic memory locations is designed
to support intractable symbolic memory read/write and thus
help detect more heap-based vulnerabilities.

SOL3. The key insight is that, rather than using simulated
memory addresses from heap allocation, run-time information
such as heap native addresses can be useful for the validation
process of exploit generation. So, a new solution that supports
native information of run-time environment is leveraged in
HEAPX. Specifically, dynamic analysis infrastructure such as
OASIS [19] which supports user-space program runs in native
addresses is planned to be integrated into HEAPX to replace
the simulated heap addresses in existing symbolic execution
engines with the new native heap addresses.

This thesis is expected to bring helpful insights and op-
timizations for symbolic execution to facilitate automatic
vulnerability detection and exploit generation. The expected
contributions are summarized as follows:
• A new boosted symbolic execution engine HEAPX to facil-

itate the automatic detection and exploitation of heap-based
vulnerabilities. Developers can take HEAPX as an automatic
tool to analyze their projects for further improving the
reliability and security of the projects.

• Three new techniques are designed in HEAPX to overcome
the limitations in path exploration, memory modeling, and
environment modeling in symbolic execution, respectively.

III. RELATED WORK

A. Automatic Vulnerability Detection

Existing studies in this field can be broadly classified into
three categories: static, dynamic, and symbolic execution-
based approaches. Coccinelle [20], Cppcheck [21], Tscan-
Code [22], and Frama-C [23] are well-known static-based ap-
proaches that rely on certain existing vulnerability patterns to
detect heap-based vulnerabilities. Dynamic approaches either
apply dynamic binary translation to collect required informa-
tion via instrumenting test program at run-time (e.g., Valgrind
[24], Purify [25], and Dr. Memory [26]) or leverage compile-
time instrumentation which adds memory safety checks while
the program compiles (e.g., Mudflap [27] and AddressSanitizer
[28]) to detect potential vulnerabilities. For the symbolic
execution-based ones, KLEE [9] is the leading symbolic exe-
cution engine that can detect many heap-based vulnerabilities
by using a concrete memory model and certain heuristic path
exploration strategies. Then, new search strategies [14], [15]
are designed to alleviate the path explosion challenge, and
new memory models [17], [18], [29], [30] are also proposed
to facilitate the detection of heap-based vulnerabilities. Other
approaches adopt hybrid analysis that combines dynamic and
symbolic execution to detect vulnerabilities [3], [4].

Unlike existing approaches, we aim to detect more heap-
based vulnerabilities based on a new path exploration strategy
and memory model: we propose an unsafe-pointer-oriented
path exploration to explore the paths that are more likely to
have vulnerabilities and a new memory model with concretely

mapped symbolic locations to improve the vulnerability de-
tection capability of existing symbolic execution engines.

B. Automatic Exploit Generation

Early work on AEG focused on the exploitation of stack-
based buffer overflows in user space programs. Avgerinos
et al. proposed two symbolic execution-based systems (AEG
[6] and Mayhem [7]) that both search for stack-based buffer
overflow and generate exploits for them. Repel et al. [31]
demonstrated the first approach to AEG for heap overflows.
Revery [8] uses a mix of fuzzing and symbolic execution
to build exploits. Originating from discussions from Revery,
Gollum [11] adopts the idea of “one-gadget” payloads to
exploit the corruption of data used by the application itself.
KOOBE [10] studies the exploit generation of kernel out-of-
bounds write vulnerabilities.

Different from existing approaches, we focus on supporting
heap native environments in symbolic execution to facilitate
the exploitation of heap-based vulnerabilities. Specially, we
support native heap address space in HEAPX rather than
simulated one to facilitate the validation of generated exploits.

IV. EVALUATION CRITERIA AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Evaluation Criteria. To evaluate the effectiveness of the
three new proposed solutions, we plan to separately test them.
For SOL1 and SOL2, we plan to compare HEAPX with
state-of-the-art approaches in terms of code coverage (i.e.,
can HEAPX cover more code?) and vulnerability detection
capability (i.e., can HEAPX detect more vulnerabilities?), over
widely-used benchmarks included heap-based vulnerabilities
such as GNU Coreutils [32]. For SOL3, we plan to use the
exploitability (i.e., can HEAPX generate working exploits?) to
measure the effectiveness of HEAPX over well-known CGC
benchmarks [33] or other important software such compilers.

Preliminary Results. We have two preliminary results on
the first two solutions. First, we proposed FASTKLEE [34] and
have shown the advantage of combing a type inference system
with symbolic execution in terms of performance, achieving up
to 9.1% (5.6% on average) speedups compared with state-of-
the-art approach KLEE. In the near future, we plan to extend
FASTKLEE and apply the unsafe-pointer-oriented path explo-
ration strategy in our future work. Second, we designed a new
memory model and leveraged concretely mapped symbolic
memory locations to alleviate the complex memory modeling
challenge. The preliminary evaluation results show that our
approach can detect 8%-64% more heap-based vulnerabilities
than existing memory detectors.

Timeline Plans. This year before August, we plan to
continue the investigation of RQ1 and finalize the work on
RQ2. For the rest of this year and the first six months of
the next year, we are going to investigate RQ3: we may
first empirically study the existing exploits patterns and learn
what are the common requirements (e.g., the support of native
addresses or the use of specific exploitable patterns) to launch
the working exploits. Then, based on the empirical results, we
plan to design our new strategies for automatically generating



working exploits for heap-based vulnerabilities. After that, I
will start to work on preparing the Ph.D. thesis, which is
expected to be defended by December 2024.
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